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The 21st Century - the Asian Century 

This has been a popular topic since the rise of

the Asian economies in the 1990s on the one

hand, and on the other, the problems of

economic growth and other issues affecting the

US and Western countries.

The historic power shift from the West and to East

is on-going, but the question remains whether

the 21st Century will indeed be an Asian Century.



Many Books and Papers have been written on the
subject. There are those who are very certain that
the 21st Century is an Asian Century, but there are
others who argue that while there is power shift
from the West to the East, it will not an Asian
Century and they believe that the US and the
West will remain strong although they will no
longer dominate the World and the US will no
longer be the hegemon at the head of a
Unilateral World. Instead, there is an emergence
of multi hubs and multi partnerships World
consisting the fast rising Asian Countries especially
China and also India, Indonesia, South Korea and
others.



Kishore Mahbubani in his Book “The Asian

Hemisphere – The irresistible Shift of Global

Power to the East“ argues that Asia with China

and India taking the lead is in fact reclaiming

their status as World’s power.

Kishore argues that it was only in the 1500s that

the West started to rise rapidly through military

especially naval power, rising trade and

colonization, later industrialization, began to

dominate the World.



 The West is suffering from years of serious problems

of economic growth and social and political

problems internally in the West, and while the US in

addition all those problems is in decline because of

the classic case Imperial over-stretch with the wars

in Iraq and Afghanistan are still on going, while Asia

has undergone high growth for most part of the last

30 years especially China averaging growth of more

than 10% per year, power is clearly shifting back to

Asia.



 The 2008 - 2009 financial crisis is a Western Crisis which not only
worsen the economic malaise in the US and EU, but also
undermined their financial structures and policies, and their
rights to lecture to others about good governance,
transparency, financial fiduciary and accountability.

 Even the US Rating Agencies were guilty for their involvement
in sub Prime crisis. The US Government was quick to bail out
failing American Banks and other Financial Institutions
whereas during the Asian 1997-98 financial crisis the US was
against attempts by Governments, Japan, World Bank and
IMF involvement to provide any financial assistance to help
overcome the crisis.



SOME STATISTICS…

 Let’s us look at some statistics :

 East Asia’s GDP has risen sharply from 12% in 1970 to 25% in 2008.

 In terms of Total Trade, East Asia’s share has expanded more dramatically from

10% in 1970 to over 30% in 2008.

 In 2006, China’s Exports passed those of the US.

 China’s merchandise Exports grew from US 183 billion to USD 1 trillion in 2006,

and in 2009 China went past Germany as the World’s leading Exporter.

 Since 1978, China’s annual economic growth has averaged 9%. its economy

increasing 48 fold, China's GDP was USD 168 billion and over USD 11 trillion.

 In 1980, China accounted for only 4% of global economic production, the US

22%, and presently the figures are 16.3% China and 16.1 % US.

 In 2006, the US was the top trading partner for 127 countries and China for 70,

but by 2012 the figures had flipped: China 124 and the US 76.



 China has foreign reserves of USD 3.5 trillion and more than

USD 1.3 trillion in US Treasury Bonds.

 Asian countries after the financial crisis 1997-98 have been

building up their foreign exchange reserves - 10 Asian

countries have during the first quarter 2016 a total foreign

reserves of USD 6.5 trillion (China USD 3.305 trillion, Japan USD

1.2632 trillion, Taiwan USD 425 billion, South Korea USD 377

billion, India USD 371 billion and Hong Kong USD 362 billion).

 As a result, Asian countries are now the biggest holders of US

Treasury Bonds and Asian Sovereign Wealth Funds and

Companies have been the major Investors in the US and EU .



 According to IMF projection, the GDPs of the leading economies in terms of PPP will be
vastly different in 2014 and in the year 2050 :

2014        (US Billion)                    2050 

1 China      17,632                   1 China        61,079

2 US            17.416                   2  India         42,205 

3 India          7,277                   3 US              41,205

4 Japan       4,788                   4 Indonesia 12,210 

5 Germany  3,621                   5 Brazil           9,164 

6 Russia        3,559                   6 Mexico       8,014

7 Brazil          3,073                   7 Japan        7,914

8 France      2,587                   8 Russia 

9 Indonesia 2,554                   9 Nigeria       7,345

10 UK            2,435                 10 Germany  6,338 

 Despite the current global economic slowdown, Asia remains the economic power
house, the biggest manufactures in the World, fastest growing middle class which will
boost overall consumption patterns , and Asia will the biggest consumers of energy,
raw materials, food products and services. In other words, the growth engine of the
World.

 However, Asia has many problems and despite the IMF growth predictions the future is
less than certain .



 The current World’s economic slowdown is affecting Asia and in
particular the slowdown in China is affecting other Asian countries

who depend a lot on trade with China. At the same time, China is

facing financial crisis as Banks with non performing loans in the

construction and property sectors as well as troubles affecting many

small and medium size Companies and the big State-Owned

Enterprises.

 Every year China faces the challenge of creating some over 20

million jobs and this will not be an easy task when the economy

which is used to grow over 10% annually for the last 30 years are

growing at between 6 to 7 % per year at best.

 In addition, the disparity gap between the rich and poor is growing

through out Asia, and this is particularly challenging when Asian
countries do not sufficient social security safety net.

 Asia also faces the problem of pollution, environmental

degradation, migrant labour, human trafficking, corruption and

governance.



 There are many especially in the West who argue that
the 21st Century will be a multi hub and partnership
Century rather than a purely an Asian Century. While
acknowledging, there is an going power shift with Asian
countries playing more and more prominent role in
World affairs and that the World will no longer be a
Western dominated World, they argue that the West
and the US in particular will continue to be an important
player in international affairs.

 They pointed out that the US still remains the leader
when it comes to relative size of economies, US GDP at
USD 17.4 trillion in 2014 is far larger than China at USD
10.3 trillion (41% smaller) and Japan at third place with
USD 4.6 trillion is 3 times smaller than the US.



Despite China’s significant increase in military

spending in recent years, the US has a far larger

defence budget - in 2015 US total defence

budget totaled USD 577 billion compared to

China’s USD 145 billion - almost a ration of 4:1 in

favour of the US.

US pre-eminence is also clear in other areas - US

global share of Venture Capital Investment is

70%, Social Media use 60% and spendings in R+D

25%.



 In my view, Asia faces a serious geo-political challenge, consequent
of the power shift from the West to the East. How a rising China and
a US in decline will find an equilibrium in the Asia -Pacific Region. I
believe there a complex mix of cooperation and competition and
in the process of reaching a new equilibrium, there will uncertainties
and even tensions. An interesting question is how other countries in
the Region especially powers like India, Japan and Indonesia will fit
into the new evolving power structure.

 Because of its size and rising economies, Asia in the evolving power
structure will be an important albeit complex component of the
multi hub and multi partnerships International System as there will be
a convergence of China and Russian led hub and multi partnerships
involving the EuroAsian Union, the Shanghai Cooperation and
ASEAN on the one hand, and the US led hub and multi partnerships
where countries which are members of the EuroAsian Union, SCO
and ASEAN together Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Australia and
New Zealand are partners.



GDP BASED ON PPP VALUATION
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GDP AT PPP RANKINGS
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES



WORLD MERCHANDISE IMPORTS BY REGION 

AND SELECTED ECONOMY, 1948, 1953, 1963, 

1973, 1983, 1993, 2003, 2014



WORLD MERCHANDISE IMPORTS BY REGION 

AND SELECTED ECONOMY, 1948, 1953, 1963, 

1973, 1983, 1993, 2003, 2014 (Cont.)



LEADING EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS 

IN WORLD MERCHANDISE TRADE, 2014



LEADING EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS 

IN WORLD MERCHANDISE TRADE, 2014



POWER POLITICS IN [EUR]ASIA



ASIA’S URBAN POPULATION WILL 

NEARLY DOUBLE BY 2050



ASIAN CENTURY VS. MIDDLE INCOME 

TRAP



ASIA’S SHARE OF GLOBAL GDP HAS 

BOTTOMED



TRADE IS INCREASING IN RELEVANCE



ASIAN TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITY (1990-

2050) IS CONVERGING WITH BEST PRACTICE



ASIA WILL ACCOUNT FOR 70 PERCENT OF 

THE WORLD’S ADDED CAPITAL STOCK 

BETWEEN 2030 AND 2050



THE ASIAN MIDDLE CLASS WILL GROW 

SHARPLY OVER THE NEXT 40 YEARS



THE ENGINES OF THE ASIAN CENTURY 

ARE THE ASIA-7 ECONOMIES



THE ASIAN CENTURY: ASIA WILL ACCOUNT 

FOR MORE THAN HALF OF GLOBAL OUTPUT 

IN 2050



INEQUALITY IS INCREASING IN A 

NUMBER OF ASIAN COUNTRIES



ASIA WILL LEAD WORLD ENERGY 

DEMAND



PROJECTION OF ENERGY DEMAND 

AND SUPPLY IN ASIA



ASIAN COUNTRIES’ RANKINGSIN EASE OF 

DOING BUSINESS VARY BY REGION AND 

INCOME/CONVERGENCE LEVEL



NORTHEAST ASIA WILL BE THE MOST 

URBANIZED SUBREGION IN ASIA



PRESSURES FOR GOVERNANCE AND 

INSTITUTIONAL TRANSFORMATION-DOMESTIC



FROM CONFLICT TO COOPERATION



ASIA HAS EXPERIENCED AN INCREASE 

IN SHARE OF INTRA-REGIONAL TRADE



POPULATION CHANGES IN ASIA’S 

SUBREGIONS, 2010 VERSUS 2050


